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CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around the
globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.
Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so our readers
can keep up to speed with the current developments in
the crypto markets.
Not only do we provide the information necessary to trade
active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but we also
take a look at ICOs to help you find those golden projects
with real value!
No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources to keep
on top of the markets, we deliver everything directly to
your inbox each and every week.

Featuring in this weeks Edition:
- Smart Trade Coin
- BitIRA
- Simbcoin
- Hassonline
- Monfex
- Markets
- Bank of Hodlers
- Aluna

What are you waiting for?
Subscribe now!

Also Get,
- Markets Analysis
- Market News Update
- Read Our Latest Blog:
TOP TEN BITCOIN BILLIONAIRES –
BEST CRYPTOCURRENCY TO INVEST IN

For Latest update

SUBSCRIBE NOW
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WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS
Hello crypto traders welcome to this week’s 106th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly. The overall
cryptocurrency Market Cap stands at $240 Billion. We have seen a $13 Billion decrease in the
Market Cap since the last week. Bitcoin price currently around $8,790 and ether price is currently
at $186. The current market cap for bitcoin is $158.5 Billion and for altcoins the current market
cap is $81.5 Billion.
Bitcoin has been struggling to stage a sharp recovery. It is trading well below its lifetime highs hit in
December 2017. While the short-term and mediumterm picture looks uncertain, analysts remain bullish
on its long-term prospects. The latest to announce
a sky-high target for Bitcoin is the co-founder of
Chinese cryptocurrency exchange BTCC Bobby Lee.
He expects Bitcoin to reach $500,000 within the next
nine years.

Percentage of
Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin

66.02%

Ethereum

8.42%

XRP

4.96%

If Bitcoin has to surge to a new high, large-scale participation by institutional traders is needed. Bakkt has
said that it has received the green signal from the New
York Department of Financial Services to launch its
custody service for any institution. Bakkt believes that
this move will speed up the “institutional adoption of
Bitcoin.”

Bitcoin Cash

2.17%

Tether

1.72%

Litecoin

1.65%

EOS

1.36%

The payments company Square, in an investor letter,
has said that the number of first-time Bitcoin buyers
has almost doubled. This shows the growing popularity of cryptocurrencies. Head of Facebook’s cryptocurrency projects David Marcus believes that Bitcoin is
digital gold. It is also “decorrelated from the rest of the
market,” which makes it an attractive investment bet.

Binance Coin

1.32%

Bitcoin SV

1.00%

Steller

0.65%

Others

10.72%
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TOP 10 COINS
Top 10 Coins by Total Market Capitalisation
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Top 10 Coins by Percentage Gain (Past 7 Days)

Top 10 Coins added to Exchanges with the Highest Market Capitalisation (Past 30 Days)
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CRYPTO
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
BITCOIN - BTC/USD

Bitcoin has been gradually losing ground over the past few days, which is a negative sign. It shows
that bulls are not keen to buy on dips as they are not confident of the resumption of the rally. As a
result, the price has slipped below $9,071 support and the 20-day EMA.
Currently, the bulls are attempting to keep the price above the descending channel. However,
unless the price rises and sustains above $9,071, the bears will continue to sell on every minor rally.
If the price plummets below the 50-day SMA and re-enters the channel, a drop to $7,701 to $7,427
support zone is possible. The traders can keep the stop loss on the long positions at $7,295.
Conversely, if the cryptocurrency bounces off the current levels and rises above $9,071, a retest of
$10,540.49 is likely. Above this level, a rally to $12,000 is possible.
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ETHEREUM - ETH/USD

Ether has been consolidating between $163.57 and $200 since September 24. Both moving averages are flat and the RSI is close to the midpoint. This suggests a balance between demand and
supply. Longer the consolidation, stronger will be the eventual breakout from it.
If the bulls propel the price above $200, the balance will tilt in favour of the bulls and a rally to
$239.45 will be on the cards. Therefore, traders can buy on a breakout and close (UTC time) above
$200 and keep a stop loss of $160.
Conversely, if the bears sink the price below the $163.57 to $152.11 support zone, the downtrend will
resume. However, we give it a low probability of occurring.
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RIPPLE - XRP/USD

XRP turned down sharply from the overhead resistance of $0.31533 on November 7. The 20-day
EMA has turned down and the RSI has dipped into the negative territory. This suggests that the
bears have the upper hand. The failure of the bulls to defend the 50-day SMA shows that they anticipate a further fall. The next support on the downside is at $0.23650. If this level also breaks down,
a retest of $0.21262 is possible. Therefore, traders can protect long positions with stops at $0.23.
Contrary to our assumption, if the cryptocurrency reverses direction from the current levels and rises
above the 20-day EMA, it will indicate accumulation at lower levels. The altcoin will pick up momentum after it crosses the overhead resistance at $0.31533.
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BITCOIN CASH - BCH/USD

The bears have been aggressively defending the resistance at the neckline of the head and shoulders pattern. However, the positive thing is that the bulls have not allowed the price to dip below
the 20-day EMA, which is sloping up gradually. This shows that the buyers hold a slight advantage
and are accumulating on dips.
If Bitcoin Cash can bounce off the 20-day EMA and sustain above $308.21, it is likely to pick up
momentum. The next target on the upside is $361.67, which is likely to offer a strong resistance.
Hence, traders can book profits close to $360 and trail the stops on the remaining position.
Contrary to our assumption, if the bears sink the price below $269.10, a drop to $255.06-$242 support zone is possible. If this zone cracks, a drop to $201.66 is likely. Therefore, traders can trail the
stops higher to $240. Let’s reduce the risk.
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LITECOIN - LTC/USD

Litecoin scaled and closed (UTC time) above the 50-day SMA on November 4, which triggered our
buy proposed in the previous analysis. Though the bulls managed to push the price above the overhead resistance of $61.75, they have not been able to sustain it. This shows selling at higher levels.
However, on the downside, the bulls are defending the 20-day EMA, which is a positive sign. If the
price rises above $66.19, the cryptocurrency is likely to pick up momentum. The next target on the
upside is $80.26 where traders can book partial profits and trail the stops on the rest of the position. For now, the stops can be kept at $47 but they can be trailed higher after the price breaks out
of $66.19.
Our bullish view will be invalidated if the bears sink the price below both moving averages. In such
a case, a drop to the critical support at $50.25 is possible.
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE
CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
China’s State Media Just Headlined Bitcoin to 1.4 Billion People

Chinese State Media Praise Bitcoin as a “Successful Application of Blockchain”
Blockchain fever overruns the people’s republic
Bitcoin propaganda comes as China preps to launch digital currency in 2020
China has taken yet another step towards fully embracing Bitcoin, calling it “The First successful
application of blockchain technology.”
The entirety of the people’s republic has been on a blockchain hype beyond anything thing imaginable recently. However, this latest admission from Chinese state media has transcended the
strange grey area between bitcoin and blockchain. Finally, despite years of denouncing, and outlawing the nascent tech, China has actually shown some support for BTC.
Read more...
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Bakkt Launches Bitcoin (BTC) Custody Solution for Heavyweight Crypto
Clients

Bakkt says the company’s new custody offering for Bitcoin, called Bakkt Warehouse, is now available to all institutions.
Prior to this announcement, Bakkt Warehouse had only been providing custody services to clients
trading Bakkt Bitcoin Futures contracts. Powerhouse crypto players are now signing on as clients,
including Galaxy Digital, a full-service crypto merchant bank; Pantera Capital, an investment firm and
hedge fund; and digital assets firm Tagomi.
After a slow start to its Bitcoin futures market, the new digital assets platform from Intercontinental
Exchange, operator of the New York Stock Exchange, is picking up steam and remains on track to
support Wall Street players and institutions in their bid to gain exposure to the world’s most popular
cryptocurrency.
According to the announcement, Bakkt Warehous obtained approval from the New York Department
of Financial Services to expand its offerings and can now provide Bitcoin custody solutions to institutional clients throughout the world.
Read more...
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Bitcoin Shopping App Fold Adds AirBNB Payments to Earn 3% in Crypto
Cash Back Rewards

Fold app, a bitcoin-based cash back rewards app for shopping online, adds AirBNB to list of supported services along with Amazon, Uber, Target and many more.
The Fold payments app for Bitcoin is now supporting Airbnb transactions. The announcement was
made by the firm on November 11th. More than this, Fold users can receive 3% back of every Bitcoin
they spend on Airbnb.
Airbnb Is Giving $25 and $100 to Those Who Spend Bitcoin on Their Website
Airbnb has enrolled in the Fold Kickbacks program, which supports the Lightning Network, a second layer of Bitcoin, and allows users to get 3% cashback for the Bitcoin they’re spending. At the
moment, Fold gives $25 and $200 gift cards through its website.

Amazon, Uber and Starbucks Involved in the Fold Kickbacks Program
The Fold Kickbacks program was started in July 2019. Some other big retailers like Starbucks, Uber,
and Amazon have decided to take part in it, just like Airbnb did. The catch is that it works only in
some countries, depending on the brand of the company that uses it. These countries are the United
States, Mexico, Ireland, Canada, the United Kingdom, Australia and Canada. However, the company
is looking to expand its services to Europe too, and very soon.
Read more...
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Tunisia to Launch E-Dinar National Currency Using Blockchain

Tunisia has become the first country to start moving its national currency to a blockchain platform.
Russian ICO startup Universa will help issue and manage Tunisia’s Central Bank Digital Currency
(CBDC), reported Russian news agency Tass on Nov. 7.
E-dinar expected to be more transparent, cheaper to issue
The Central Bank of Tunisia announced that the digitization of the Tunisian dinar has started and
that the paper-backed CBDC will be issued on the Universa Blockchain.
Furthermore, Universa will also reportedly receive a percentage of all transactions carried out with
the “e-dinar” while the ledger will be visible to the country’s central bank.
Founder and CEO of Universa Alexander Borodich, however, points out that this form of electronic
money currency cannot be considered a true cryptocurrency.
The CBDC or e-dinar will be state-owned and backed by paper money. But the blockchain will not
only protect against counterfeiting but will also make issuance cheaper and more transparent.
Read more...
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Crypto Jobs on the Rise, Thousands Listed

The number of job vacancies in the crypto industry is growing but fewer people are searching for
them, according to a major U.S. job listing website. Thousands of jobs relating to Bitcoin, cryptocurrency, and blockchain technology are currently available as new employers seek to enter the space
and existing players expand operations.

More Jobs, Fewer Searches
Jobs in the field of cryptocurrency and blockchain technology are on the rise, according to Indeed,
a leading job listing platform and search engine. The company analyzed millions of job postings
on Indeed.com to determine the current state of the crypto job market in the U.S. The results were
published Thursday by the company’s tech hiring platform, Seen by Indeed.

“According to Indeed.com, in the four-year period between September 2015 and September 2019,
the share of these jobs per million grew by 1,457%. In that same time period, the share of searches
per million increased by ‘only’ 469%,” a blog post on Seen by Indeed’s website details. Looking
at data over the past year alone, crypto job listings increased by 26% while crypto job searches
decreased by 53%.
Read more...
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US Homeland Security Taps Canadian Blockchain Firm to Track Oil Imports

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is contracting Canadian enterprise blockchain firm
Mavennet to build a cross-border oil tracking platform.
Coming through DHS’s Science and Technology Directorate, and with initial funding from its Silicon
Valley Innovation Program (SVIP), the $182,700 contract will see Mavennet retrofit its existing
oil tracking platforms for use by the Customs and Border Protection (CBP) branch of DHS at the
Canadian border.
The project targets a massive cross-border import market. America is Canada’s largest importer of
oil, moving at least 120,00,000 barrels of crude oil per month through the first half of 2019, government data shows.
Mavennet, however, is years away from covering that broad market. The company will use this early
funding to build a proof-of concept demo for CBP. It could continue on through up to two years of
demonstrations and pilot programs before field testing, during SVIP’s fourth and final phase.
Patrick Mandic, CEO of Mavennet, told CoinDesk his company has been working in the space since
2015, including developing an on-chain natural gas platform for the Toronto Montreal Exchange. He
said this DHS project will help further the industry:

“This project is a strong building block to help a much needed digital transformation of the O&G
space, which is the big picture we are after.”
Read more...
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Royal Bank of Canada Looking Into Launching Bitcoin Trading Platform

The Royal Bank of Canada is reportedly exploring a cryptocurrency trading platform for in-store and
online purchases, as well as for investments. Moreover, the bank is also supposedly looking into
allowing customers to open bank accounts that contain digital currencies.

Royal Bank of Canada Explores Bitcoin Trading Platform
In what looks like a serious step forward in terms of cryptocurrency adoption, the Royal Bank of
Canada (RBC) is reportedly exploring launching a trading platform for investments which would
include Bitcoin, Ether, and other digital currencies.
Moreover, the bank is also looking into the opportunity of allowing its customers to open bank
accounts that contain cryptocurrencies. RBC would be the very first bank in Canada to launch a
cryptocurrency exchange or to offer accounts containing digital currencies.
Speaking on the matter was Marc Kaufman, a lawyer from a Washington-based firm, who outlined:

“I can’t think of one of the big banks anywhere in the world that has a patent that directly relates to
a crypto exchange.”
Read more...
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Satoshi Nakamoto Narrative Driving Bitcoin and Crypto Popularity, Says Economist

Nobel Prize-winning economist Robert Shiller, a professor of economics at Yale, analyzes the power
of narratives in his new book, “Narrative Economics: How Stories Go Viral and Drive Major Economic
Events.”
He spoke with YaleNews about how narratives influence booms, busts, recessions and market
behavior. And how Bitcoin’s origin story has had a powerful influence on its popularity.
Says Shiller,

“For me, narrative economics means studying the popular narratives that underlie people’s thinking,
not just economists’ thinking. We have to know why people spend more in a boom and less in a
bust. Why do they pay attention to the stock market? Why do they perceive the stock market as a
barometer that measures the health of the economy?”
Storytelling can take complex concepts and turn them into a compelling conversation. The mystery
of Bitcoin’s creator or creators continues to stir interest. Who invented Bitcoin?
Read more...
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Alibaba Partners with Lolli to Allow US Shoppers Earn ‘Free Bitcoin’

Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba has partnered with Bitcoin (BTC) rewards shopping app Lolli,
enabling its shoppers to earn 5% back in Bitcoin. Alibaba customers can now get Satoshis (sats),
the smallest unit of Bitcoin currency, worth 0.00000001 BTC, when shopping “thousands of items
online,” Lolli says.
World’s biggest retailer and biggest one-day shopping event
The partnership was announced on Singles Day, a shopping holiday that is celebrated in China
on Nov. 11 and is considered to be the world’s biggest one-day shopping event. According to Lolli,
Alibaba shoppers spent more than $31 billion on Singles Day in 2018.
Alex Adelman, CEO and co-founder at Lolli, pointed out that the new move is a milestone partnership for Lolli as Alibaba is the largest retailer and e-commerce company in the world.
He stated:

“Our partnership allows our users to earn free bitcoin on millions of products online every day.
Arguably the most important piece of this partnership is that it supports our mission of connecting
the entire world through commerce.”
Read more...
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MAS, JPMorgan Build Payments System With Inter-Blockchain Connectivity

The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS), the city-state’s central bank, has completed development of a blockchain-based cross border payments system that can support a range of currencies.
Carried out as part of the ongoing Project Ubin initiative, the prototype platform was developed in
partnership with investment banking multinational JPMorgan and Singapore government-owned
investment firm Temasek. It’s now being tested to see if it lives up to its promise as a means to cut
costs for businesses and to gauge its ability to connect with different commercial blockchain applications, MAS said on Monday.
The project has been some time in the works, with the second phase of the project announced
back in 2017. Earlier tests had involved MAS and a group of major banks, with blockchain startupconsortium R3 and professional services firm Deloitte also involved. Originally focused on digitization of the Singapore dollar using blockchain, the project moved on to look at the tech’s potential to
support a real-time gross settlement system like those used by central banks.
With Ubin now in its fifth phase, MAS said the payments prototype “will provide interfaces for other
blockchain networks to connect and integrate seamlessly.” It’s also been built to offer additional
benefits such as delivery-versus-payment (DvP) settlement with private exchanges, conditional payments and escrow and payment commitments for trade finance.
Read more...
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New Wirex Visa Travelcard To Reward Users With 1.5% in Bitcoins on All InStore Purchases

Crypto and fiat multi-currency accounts provider, Wirex has officially launched its travel Visa card
as of Monday, November 11, 2019. Considering the fact that the firm focuses on establishing connections around the world with its services, the new travelcard will first be made present in the
Asia-Pacific region, namely, Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong, South Korean, Australia, New Zealand,
Thailand, and the Philippines.
As per the press release, the travelcard is compatible with over 150 distinct cryptocurrencies and
allows users to connect multiple fiat currencies. Together, these features are expected to help customers avoid unwanted expenses that typically arise from traveling (i.e. money exchange).
In addition to helping customers use money wisely, the firm has created a Cryptoback program,
where customers who make in-store purchases will be given the opportunity to earn 1.5% in Bitcoin.
CEO and Co-Founder of Wirex, Paul Matveev expressed delight in being able to provide such an
experience for his customers, adding that it is a great way to let them have full control over their
money for whatever travel reasons.
Read more...
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PLATINUM PROJECT INFORMATION
SIMBCOIN

Project Details:
SIMBCOIN is a revolutionary online currency. SIMBCOIN has a unique position in the African market,
which allows it to offer a hotel and real estate crypto fund investment opportunity. Here you will
learn how to buy simbcoin online and sell simbcoin. You do not have to be Cameroonian or African
to invest with simbcoin, you just need to buy your parts to the height that suits you and you will
receive your income wherever you are in the world or take advantage of any of long and short term
cloud hashing contracts and we will take care of all this for you.
SIMBCOIN is a Token based on the ERC2.0 system from Ethereum, a smart contract technology
in Blockchain. In the operations of this technology, the mining is not essential. A token contract
deployed on Ethereum is a smart-contract like any other, simply containing a register designating
the owners of tokens of the contract and managing all the transfers of these tokens by updating
said register.
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Official Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WAiPON7L8Zo
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Roadmap:

November 16, 2019

February 23, 2020

May 23, 2020

Beginning of Private Sales
90,000,000 SMB
Available at $ 1 / Pc
Offering a 10% commission
for first time buyers.

Private sales
Available at $ 1 / Pc
Offering a 5% commission
for first time buyers

Private sales
Available at $ 1 / Pc
Offering a 2.5% commission
for first time buyers

July 24, 2020
End of Private Sales

January 01, 2021

February 02, 2021

Beginning of the public
saleTokens available for
public buyers.

Interest payment
Start of interest payments For
buyers on November 16th, As
of February 23, 2020.

March 01, 2021

May 01, 2021

01 August 2021

Real estate construction
Start of the construction
real estate with the partner
Selected on call for tender.

Interest payment
For buyers of February
23 to May 23, 2020

Evaluation of the construction
Evaluation of work for the first
semester

September 01, 2021

March 01, 2022

April 01, 2022

Payment of interest to buyers
Private from May 23 to August
23, 2020

Private sales Evaluation
of the construction
Evaluation of work for the
first year

Real Estate Public Sale
Sale of apartments T3

May 01, 2022

September 01, 2022

March 01, 2023

Interest payment
Start of Daily payment
investors.

Evaluation of the work
of construction

End of constructions
Evaluation of constructions
after 18 months of work

April 01, 2023
Equipment of the
apartments
Furniture installation
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ICO Details:
Type: STO
Token Name: Simbcoin
Token Symbol: SMB
Total Token Supply: 150000000 SMB
Hardcap Private Sale: 90000000 SMB
Hardcap Public Sale: 60000000 SMB
Private Sale Start: 16 Nov 2019
Private Sale End: 23 Aug 2020
Blockchain Platform: Ethereum
Issuance Platform: Tokensoft
Standard: ERC20
Registration Country: Cameroon
Restriction KYC: Yes
Restriction Whitelist: Yes
Accepted Currencies: USD
Offering Size: 90000000
Minimum Investment: 10
White Paper: Yes
Website: https://simbcoin.net/
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The Team:
SIMB Emile Parfait - CEO And Founder Of Global Investment Trading
Sumch Tarek Mohamad - Technology Officer At GIT CEO And Founder Of Bdtask
Tanzil Ahmad - COO Of Bdtask
Yungong Brijean - Technical Operation Coordinator (GIT) International Marketing Executive At Bdtask
Jeffe Koumbou . F - Research & Development Department At Global Investment Trading
Pangsou Innocent - Head Of Trading Department At Global Investment Trading
Temching Alida - Marketing Manager Global Investment Trading
Souleyman Mefire - Logistics Manager At Global Investment Trading
Dakomes Mensa - Strategic Manager Et Global Investment Trading
Debarto Maurice - Accountant At Global Investment Trading
M. Ndongue Paul - Architect & Constructor Real Estate Construction Supervisor At Global Investment
Trading - National Coordinator Of CD2 Program (CMR)
Bayiha Bernard - Technical & Strategic Counselor At GIT Prime SNH Technical Counselor
Dr. Moumi De BAKONDI - Personal Development Coach Professor At The University Of Douala
(ESSEC) Psychologist At Global Investment Trading
M. Abela Jean Calvin - Financial & Strategic Counselor On Monetary Market At GIT Head Of General
Direction For Studies, Finance & International Relationship
Mme MANGA Claudine - Document Control Supervisor
And Behind all those, stand a department team.
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For More Information:
Website: https://simbcoin.net

E-mail: info.simbcoin@gmail.com

Facebook: https://facebook.com/SimBCOIN/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/SimbCoin

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/simbcoin/

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLifJUKAID12NTSaeQk9Jbw

SKYPE: https://simbcoin.net/team

Whitepaper: https://simbcoin.net/upload/pdf/f6166c1cec41795adbdec4c926f4b73a.ppt
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CRYPTO MARKET VIDEOS
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PLATINUM PROJECT INFORMATION
BITIRA

Details:

An Overview of BitIRA: Why You Should Consider This Service for Your Retirement
It is always wise to have a plan to replace your income after retirement. Many people will opt for
retirement investments, but these are usually limited to paper assets such as stocks and mutual
funds. Further you will hardly ever see anyone investing in cryptocurrencies.
BitIRA, however, provides a way for Americans to include cryptocurrencies in their retirement savings by helping its customers convert an existing IRA or 401(k) into a “Digital IRA”. A Digital IRA is a
form of a self-directed IRA that allows you to invest in crypto such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple and
more.
In addition to enjoying the same tax-deferred status that come with all IRAs, Digital IRAs offer many
of the benefits of digital currencies, such as anonymity, security, and growth potential. Additionally,
BitIRA provides several other benefits that other Digital IRA providers cannot match.
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How BitIRA Works
The first step towards purchasing cryptocurrency for your IRA is to open a self-directed IRA. With
such an account, you have full control over the digital currency in your retirement, while a certified
custodian manages certain administrative tasks that are required by law. While the custodian can
be a bank or any other financial institution that is approved by the IRS, BitIRA has partnered with
Preferred Trust Company to act as the custodian for its customers.
The custodian is your account’s overseer. They will, therefore, execute the purchase and sale of
your assets (only with your approval, of course), maintain transaction records, and file any needed
reports for tax on your behalf.
In addition to its partnership with Preferred Trust Company, BitIRA has partnered with a top
exchange to make buying and selling of digital currencies from your account fast and simple. Rather
than requiring its customers to go through the rigorous verification process from an exchange,
BitIRA’s solution allows you to place your purchases at unrivaled speeds.
To store the digital credentials to your currency, BitIRA offers ‘The World’s Most Secure Digital
Currency IRA.’ The propriety solution combines five components to deliver an unmatched security
level for your credentials. These five components are multi-sig wallets, personal, custom hardware
devices, cold storage in protected vaults, end-to-end insurance, and compliance with cryptocurrency security standards. This combination comprises the world’s first insured cold storage solution
for Digital IRAs.
Why You Should Open a Digital IRA with BitIRA
If you are still not convinced, you may be wondering why you should choose a Digital IRA with BitIRA
over other conventional retirement accounts. Here are some important reasons:
Tax-deferred growth
Cryptocurrencies have significant growth potential. By opening a Digital IRA with BitIRA, you can
take advantage of this potential without worrying about taxes. Tax is deferred on any growth of
the crypto for as long as they are in your IRA.
Security
As BitIRA has created the World’s Most Secure Digital IRA, with the highest degree of security,
the assets that you purchase through BitIRA are fully protected and insured against any cases
of hacks, fraud, theft or mistakes.
Diversification
One of the ways of mitigating risk is by diversifying your assets. Rather than hold stocks and
mutual funds only, BitIRA lets you add crypto to your retirement savings as well.
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Finally, BitIRA’s latest addition sets it apart from competitors. On 10th July 2019, BitIRA announced
the launch of My BitIRA, which allows users to maximize transparency and control over their cryptocurrency retirement accounts. Through this platform, users can track the performance of their IRAs
and initiate transactions from wherever they are.
BitIRA is a leading expert in setting up and managing Digital IRAs. Undoubtedly, this service offers
a solution to any American who would want to hold some crypto in their retirement funds.
For those who want to learn more about how they can get started, BitIRA is currently offering a free
info guide to readers of Cryptonaire Weekly. To claim your free info guide, simply click here.

Official Video: https://youtu.be/t413nPJ4R98

For More Information:
Website: https://www.bitira.com/
E-mail: info@bitira.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BitIRA/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/BitIRAOfficial
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzZGkkChuTi2VSIaH2rd3JA
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/bitira/
Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/BitIRAOfficial
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TOP TEN BITCOIN BILLIONAIRES – BEST
CRYPTOCURRENCY TO INVEST IN

Hi Crypto Network,
At its all time high in 2017, Bitcoin prices were a staggering $20k a coin. Early adopters undoubtedly had a field day racking in thousands, millions to billions of dollars in profits. There are at least
7 people who attained billionaire status as of 2017 thanks to Bitcoin.

BEST CRYPTOCURRENCY TO INVEST IN – TOP TEN BITCOIN MILLIONAIRES
Richest people in BTC
Leading the pack is the father of Bitcoin Satoshi Nakamoto. Whether it is a group of highly secretive
individuals or a lone actor behind the pseudonym, Nakamoto’s identity remains unknown. But what
is clear, is that a wallet associated with Nakamoto was allocated 1 m of the 21m created Bitcoins.
This makes Nakamoto the richest Bitcoin holder worth $19 B.
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Other big winners from Bitcoin are C.E.O’s and founders of Blockchain companies. Changpeng
Zhao, better known as CZ in the Cryptosphere, is the founder of Binance, the biggest crypto
exchange globally. He is reportedly an owner to a $2b crypto wealth fortune. Coinbase owner Brian
Armstrong founded the digital currency exchange in 2012 and owns between $900m – $1b worth
of Crypto. Joseph Lubin and Antony Diioris are both Ethereum founders and are worth $1b – $5b
and $1 b respectively.
Cameroon Winklevoss and his twin brother Tyler, of the Facebook idea row with Mark Zuckerberg,
walked home with $65m from the lawsuit and put it to good use. They ventured into Capital projects among them Bitcoin and were rumored to have owned 1% of the world’s Bitcoin at some point.
They later founded Gemini crypto exchange and their crypto wealth is somewhere over $1b. Mathew
Boszak worth $1b lucked out as well when he came across Bitcoin in its formative years in 2011. He
claims to have introduced Bill Clinton and Richard Branson to Bitcoin by gifting them some.

Notable billionaires investing in Bitcoin
Warren Buffett slammed Bitcoin calling it “rat poison squared” while his vice chair at Berkshire
Charlie Munger likened trading in Bitcoin to “just dementia” in their opposition to investments in
Bitcoin. However, it seems their counterparts in the billionaire’s circle are not listening.
Hongkong billionaire Li Ka-Shing was the highest investor in Bakkt’s series A funding which raised
$182.5m in its first round. 90 year old Li worth $34.9 b, through his company Horizon Venturing
threw his confidence behind the Bitcoin and crypto platform set to provide Bitcoin futures trading.
Last year, the Virgin Group boss, Richard Branson, invested $30m in Bitcoin payments processor
BitPay. Branson has been promoting Bitcoin and Blockchain technology and has even been the
face of scams luring people using his name. Running an over 400 company portfolio, Branson took
time to defend crypto against unscrupulous actors who undermine the “positive developments of
Bitcoin” through fake stories.
Perhaps the best known name that has weathered all the winters while remaining bullish throughout
is that of billionaire Mike Novogratz. Being an ex-hedge fund manager at Fortress Investment Group
and a former partner at Goldman Sachs, his support for Bitcoin is backed up by expertise in finance.
He also put his money where his mouth is and founded Galaxy Digital, a crypto merchant bank selfstyled as the ‘Goldman Sachs of crypto.’
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THE TOP 10 RICHEST
CRYPTOCURRENCIES

PEOPLE

IN

BITCOIN

AND

10. Michael Novogratz CEO of the Digital-Assets Bank Galaxy Digital,
worth $700 million to $1 billion.

9. Brock Pierce helped funded several crypto-based companies,
including Coinbase and Tether. He’s worth $700 million to $1 billion.

8. Anthony Di Iorio, founded the blockchain platform Ethereum and
the cryptocurrency wallet Jaxx. He’s worth $750 million to $1 billion.

7. Matthew Roszak, the cofounder of the blockchain startup Bloq who
founded Tally Capital, a crypto-focused private-investment firm, was an
early investor in bitcoin. He now has $900 million to $1 billion in crypto.
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6. Brian Armstrong, CEO of the digital-currency exchange
Coinbase, has a crypto fortune of $900 million to $1 billion

5. The Late Matthew Mellon, invested early in Ripple’s XRP. He now has a crypto fortune of $900
million to $1 billion although his estate has been passed on due to his death last year he is definitely
warranted to being on the list!

4. Winklevoss Twins, estimated crypto fortune of $900
million to $1.1 billion. Early investors in bitcoin and founded
the digital-currency exchange Gemini in 2015.

3. Changpeng Zhao, Founder and CEO of Binance, $1.1 billion to
$2 billion in crypto investments.
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2. Joseph Lubin, Cofounder of Ethereum who previous
an executive at Goldman Sachs, has between $1 billion
and $5 billion in crypto.

1. Chris Larsen, Cofounder of Ripple, has $7.5 billion to
$8 billion in cryptocurrencies.

BEST CRYPTO TO INVEST IN NOW
There are over 2000 cryptocurrencies in the crypto market with more constantly coming in. Yet,
Bitcoin has managed to maintain dominance in both market cap and represents the largest transfer
of volume in the market. This shows that Bitcoin enjoys a significant level of trust that enables it to
remain a force even when prices are low. The Bitcon halving scheduled for May 2020 could also
push Crypto prices up due to the halving of Bitcoins rewarded in mining.
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ARE CRYPTOS A GOOD INVESTMENT?
Bitcoin Millionaire Erik Finman made his first multiple millions when he was only 18 after turning
a $1000 gift from his grandmother to a reason to skip collage. Finman owns 401 Bitcoins worth
$3,694,473 as of this writing. He has been encouraging young people to make long term investments in Bitcoin and other Cryptocurrencies.
Finman took a leap of faith when he spent his gift on a then little known digital currency to change
economic classes so quickly. This does not mean that investing in digital currencies are the fastest
ways to create wealth for our generation, however, cryptocurrency presents the largest pool for self
directed investment. When in doubt, it is best to consult finance experts.

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article. Thanks for reading!
Have a fantastic day!
Live from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.
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